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Edinburgh being the capital city of Scotland beholds royal beauty and charm because of its natural
bloom and historic splendor. The city is encompassed with green spaces and the buildings are
craved with stony work, giving it a fashionable look. Besides the element of entertainment,
Edinburgh provides healthy opportunities for the professionals. Summer festival of this city draws
attention of the tourists from all over the world. The National Museum of Scotland, Hollywood
palace, Arthur's Seat, Scottish Parliament, National Galleries of Scotland, Georgian House,
Dynamic Earth, Royal Yacht Britannia, and Edinburgh Zoo etc. are one of the famous tourist spots
and Edinburgh Castle being the most famous tourist attraction in Scotland. The old town is heeled
with the fascinating history so if anyone has property in this area, it will give a historical and
grandeur feeling.

On the other hand is the New Town with its modern architecture along with culturally rich shops and
restaurants, giving the town a contemporary look. On the whole, people visiting Edinburgh fall short
of time but not the places to visit as the entire city is filled up with fascination.

A number of flats and apartments are available in Edinburgh for renting ranging from couple of days
to several months. These are much comfortable and flexible than hotel rooms because they allow
visitors to cook their own food, invite friends and live the way they want and desire. It also provides
the visitors a feeling of being at home. Besides the element of comfort, these flats and apartments
are way much cheaper than high quality hotel rooms and provide great value for money due to their
affordability factor.

Besides flats there are also self-catering holiday apartments in Edinburgh that are located in the
heart of the main city. This helps in proximity to all the entertainment places. One can easily visit
them without having any transport issues. These apartments are cozy and warm and have a home
like feeling and the staff is welcoming to make the living experience cherish able and memorable. 

These apartments have at most four bedrooms and are available in studio size, giving a comfortable
feeling.  One can use a kitchen and the living room etc. according to his own will and requirements.
Thus renting in an apartment in Edinburgh provides a whole new experience which is not only
unique but entertaining too than the common standards of the services found in a hotel. Besides
these factors apartments are quiet affordable as compared to hotel rooms. These apartments are
situated in Grass market, Grey friars Bobby, Royal Mile, Saxes Stock Bridge, March Mont, St Leo
rends, Hollywood, Rose Lane, Gladstone, Albany Street etc.

Besides self-catering holiday apartments, serviced apartments are also available. These are sort of
luxury accommodation situated in multiple locations. Some of them are Canon Court Apartments,
one or two bedroom apartments, Waterfront Apartments etc. These apartments are pretty expensive
but they are worth their value.

There is another option available and that is modern flats. Depending on oneâ€™s budget, they can be
found all around the city. These include single bedroom flats, double bedroom flats and wide range
of various sizes.
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Ella Steel is marketing officer for Greenlet, property letting website in Edinburgh. For more
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